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When directed by the  engineer drain pipes will be  used i                          instead of culverts; they will be of cast iron or vitrified terra
cotta; this will be carefully bedded and jointed and of such size as may be directed by the engineer.
i                                 All framing shall be accurately fitted; no blocking or shim-
ming will be allowed in making joints; the holes for the bolts j;                          shall be bored with an auger of the exact size of the bolts. The
jj                          nuts on all bolts shall be  screwed so  the washers shall pinch
hard upon the wood  and bring all the parts of the structure i!                            close together.
j                                 On completion pick up and remove all rubbish from the
I                          premises.
{{                                 All material will be inspected on the  above specifications,
|»                          at points of shipment or destination as agreed, and the owners
jj                          required to  remove all rejected  material from the company's
|                          premises within thirty (30) days from the date of notice to do
i                          so.    The company after that time will not be responsible for
|                          the return or safe keeping of the same.
!                                 When from any cause  bridge materials are unloaded from
f!                           cars at material yards or end of track, it shall be reloaded by
[{                           the contractor at his own expense.                     U. P. R'y.
ij                           159.   Specifications for the Steam Plant of  a
j                       Small Electric Light Station.    The following specifica-
|                          tion for the steam plant of a small electric light station includes
I                          specifications  for the  engine  and its attachments, feed water
'                          heater, boiler feed-pumps, boilers, furnace, stack and pipe con-
;                          nections.    While not especially elaborate, they have been pre-
pared by a mechanical engineer of large experience in this field of practice. They are given here, however, not for the purpose of being copied, but simply as an illustration of such a specification. The reader will note that three kinds of engines have been provided for, and that large liberty is retained by the engineer in the selection of the engine from those submitted for competition in the bids. A particular feed water heater was here specified, because it was thought to be best suited for the kind of water which was to be used, the advantage of this

